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Maxi PadMe's parody of Star Wars is an half-assed look at how many corny jokes can be made in a
paragraph rather than a story that needs to be told. Predictably, the jokes are raunchy, campy, with a side of
oh no that's so lame. This is the lamest thing I've read in a long time and I've read the IRS tax code. -- Dough
Boy.

Maxi PadMe's StellarPores, which makes fun of Star Wars and virtually any other science fiction world has
enjoyed a non-cult following since it's release 2 milliseconds ago. The premise is simple, like the book,
Forever Alone (ersatz Han Solo with his own furry friend called Carpet) pits his strength against Black Head
who is out to destroy the entire universe for his dastardly wants in the quest for acne-free smooth skin. The
relentless barrage of stupid humor that dips into popular songs and televisions shows makes you laugh and
weep and occasionally want to pee. It lampoons, lamps and poons (prunes eaten by Hahvahd grads) and
should cause a couple of heart of attacks from snickering too much. The quality is non-existent but helps to
sell the hope that this will make someone crack a smile. This is a novel that tries to be something and
succeeds - it's trashy humor at it's absolute worst which makes it so enjoyable.

Believe in the farce because it's in this "hysterically tribute to stellar science fiction". When the evil Black
Head's face pops up with acne, he has no where to turn by Planet Zombie to get their "special" mud but the
only thing between him and it is the Zombie Princess Diana, a mopey pirate named Forever Alone, and a
half-man/half-rug called Carpet. They are prepared to reckon with the forces of evil. But the axis of evil of
darkness closes in on them at meth-like speed. However our heros have Yoga,the master of the mysterious
force called BO which he embraces and emanates to wag war on the side of capitalism and to rule the galaxy
for good.
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From reader reviews:

William Fiscus:

Do you have favorite book? In case you have, what is your favorite's book? Book is very important thing for
us to know everything in the world. Each guide has different aim or even goal; it means that e-book has
different type. Some people sense enjoy to spend their time and energy to read a book. They can be reading
whatever they get because their hobby is definitely reading a book. How about the person who don't like
looking at a book? Sometime, particular person feel need book whenever they found difficult problem or
perhaps exercise. Well, probably you will require this StellarPores.

Kevin House:

Book is to be different per grade. Book for children until adult are different content. As it is known to us that
book is very important usually. The book StellarPores ended up being making you to know about other
understanding and of course you can take more information. It doesn't matter what advantages for you. The
e-book StellarPores is not only giving you more new information but also to be your friend when you sense
bored. You can spend your own personal spend time to read your reserve. Try to make relationship with all
the book StellarPores. You never experience lose out for everything should you read some books.

Ashley Downs:

In this time globalization it is important to someone to find information. The information will make someone
to understand the condition of the world. The condition of the world makes the information better to share.
You can find a lot of sources to get information example: internet, magazine, book, and soon. You can
observe that now, a lot of publisher that print many kinds of book. Often the book that recommended to you
personally is StellarPores this book consist a lot of the information on the condition of this world now. This
particular book was represented so why is the world has grown up. The vocabulary styles that writer make
usage of to explain it is easy to understand. Often the writer made some analysis when he makes this book.
That is why this book acceptable all of you.

Maria Hughes:

In this particular era which is the greater individual or who has ability to do something more are more special
than other. Do you want to become considered one of it? It is just simple strategy to have that. What you
need to do is just spending your time not much but quite enough to enjoy a look at some books. One of
several books in the top checklist in your reading list is usually StellarPores. This book that is qualified as
The Hungry Inclines can get you closer in turning out to be precious person. By looking upward and review
this e-book you can get many advantages.
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